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A definition is given of a symmetric local semigroup of (unbounded) operators 
P(t) (0 < t < 7’ for some T > 0) on a Hilbert space X, such that P(t) is eventually 
densely defined as t + 0. It is shown that there exists a unique (unbounded below) 
self-adjoint operator H on X such that P(t) is a restriction of e-‘“. As an 
application it is proven that H,, + Y is essentially self-adjoint, where e-“‘O is an Lp- 
contractive semigroup and V is multiplication by a real measurable function such 
that V E L’+’ and eebV E L’ for some E. 6 > 0. 
There is a well-known correspondence between a strongly continuous one- 
parameter group U(t) of unitary operators on a Hilbert space R and a 
uniquely associated self-adjoint operator H on .F such that U(t) = eCifH 
(Stone’s Theorem, e.g., [ 16; Theorem VIII.8, p. 266]), and between a 
strongly continuous semigroup P(t) of self-adjoint contractions on Z and a 
uniquely associated positive self-adjoint operator H on ,P such that 
P(t) = emrH (e.g., [ 16; #39, p. 3 151). The latter correspondence is here 
extended to a symmetric local semigroup of (unbounded) operators P(t), 
0 < t < T, for some T > 0, which are eventually densely defined as t + 0, to 
which we associate a unique (unbounded below) self-adjoint operator H such 
that P(t) is a restriction of eetH. 
The construction of a self-adjoint operator as the generator of a symmetric 
local semigroup is a new and powerful tool. In this article we present two 
applications. The first one, for which we are indebted to David Shucker [20], 
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is a simple proof of Nelson’s Analytic Vectors Theorem (Nelson / 141, see 
also [ 17; Theorem X.39, p. 2021). 
The second application is to the study of perturbations of the self-adjoint 
generator of an LP-contractive semigroup. In this context H, is a positive 
self-adjoint operator on L*(M), M being a measure space with total measure 
one, such that e-‘“O is a contraction on all Lp, 1 <p < co (e.g., [ 17, p. 255; 
23, p. 65, here LP-contractive semigroups are called general symmetric 
diffusion semigroups]). We study H, + V, where V is multiplication by a 
real measurable function. We prove that H, + V is essentially self-adjoint if 
VE L*+’ and e-S” E L ’ for some E, 6 > 0. We do not need hypercontrac- 
tivity. 
The previously known result for perturbations of the self-adjoint generator 
H, of an Lp-contractive semigroup is that H,, + I’ is essentially self-adjoint if 
V> 0 and VE L* (Hoegh-Krohn [5], see also [ 17; Theorem X.59, p. 265; 
hypercontractivity is not needed for the proof in case (ii), only Lp- 
contractivity]; in the positivity preserving case see Faris [ 1, Corollary 4.3; 3, 
Theorem 8.3, p. 511, and Klein and Landau [ 11, Theorem 3.41). In the 
special case when e --IHo is positivity preserving and leaves the function 1 
invariant, Faris [2; Corollary 4.51 extended this result to the case when 
V= V, + I’,, where I’, > 0 and V, E L*, and V, is small relative to H, 
(I’: < a*(H, + 6)* for some a < 1 and b). To treat the case when the pertur- 
bation V is neither positive nor small relative to Ho, the known results 
require that e -fHO also satisfies the strong additional property of hypercon- 
tractivity and that VE L*+’ and epsoY E L’ for some E > 0 but for a 
particular 6, which depends on the constants in the hypercontractivity of 
e --I”0 (Segal [18, 191, see also Simon and Hoegh-Krohn [22], Faris [ 11, 
Klein and Landau [ll], and [ 17; X.9, p. 2581). In all these cases the 
perturbed operator H, + V is bounded below; actually in all these cases the 
negative part of V is a small form perturbation of H, (Faris [ 1; Propositions 
2.7 and 2.91). 
In contrast, our method requires neither hypercontractivity nor that 
eesov E L’ for the particular a,,, all we need is LP-contractivity and 
ee6’ E L’ for some 6 > 0; in particular the negative part of Vdoes not have 
to be a small form perturbation of Ho. Even in the case when e-‘“0 is hyper- 
contractive our method allows a larger class of perturbations. In general the 
perturbed operators Ho + V for which we prove essential self-adjointness are 
not bounded below. It turns out that hypercontractivity (plus e-‘o” E L’ for 
the right S,) is an extra requirement that insures boundedness below, but 
hypercontractivity plays no role in the essential self-adjointness of H, + V. 
As an illustration we prove that -A + V is essentially self-adjoint on 
L*(lR”, d”x) if J” (I VIZts + ems”) emcx’ d”x < 00 for some E, 6 > 0, c > 0. 
Simon’s original application of semigroup methods (with hypercontractivity) 
to Schrodinger operators required that Vh 0 and l V2eecx2 d”x < cc for 
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some c > 0 (Simon 1211, see also [ 17; Example 2, p. 2661, and Klein and 
Landau [ 11; Theorem 8.2, here I’> 0 and I V2t’e-cx* d”x < co is 
required]). Simon’s result has been extended by Kato [6] and Faris and 
Lavine [4] (see also [ 17; Theorems X.28, X.29, X.381). 
Our result on perturbations of LP-contractive semigroups can be extended 
to study perturbations of generators of Hamiltonians of quantum mechanical 
systems with an associated OS-positive process (Klein 17-101). If 
(R, P(t), ?I, Q) is the positive semigroup structure [8], and P(t) = e-IHa, 
then H, -t- V is essentially self-adjoint if V is a self-adjoint operator affiliated 
with 2I such that V E LZtC and eCsy E L1 for some E, 6 > 0 (the LP-norms 
are defined by ]]A ]]E = ((I, ]A Ip J2) for A E U). This can be proved by an 
easy extension of the proof we sketch in the present article for the case when 
the LQontractive semigroup is positivity preserving and leaves the function 
1 invariant; the symmetric local semigroup is constructed by the 
Feynman-Kac-Nelson formula. 
Another important application and the original motivation for symmetric 
local semigroups concerns the construction of the Hamiltonian of a quantum 
mechanical system at a non-zero temperature from the associated periodic 
OS-positive process (Klein and Landau [ 131). Due to the periodicity of the 
process, only a local semigroup can be constructed, the semigroup being 
defined for 0 < t < p/2, where /I (the inverse temperature) is the period of the 
process. This Hamiltonian is not bounded below in general. The use of 
symmetric local semigrups also permits the construction of perturbations of 
this unbounded below Hamiltonian by the Feynman-Kac-Nelson formula 
(Klein and Landau [ 131). 
Note. We are indebted to the referee for calling to our attention a paper 
by A. E. Nussbaum, “Spectral representations of certain one-parametric 
families of symmetric operators in Hilbert space,” Trans. Amer. Math. Sot. 
152 (1970), 419-429, where related results are obtained. In particular, a 
result similar to our main theorem is proven under the additional hypothesis 
that the semigroup operators are densely defined and there exists a common 
dense domain where the semigroup property holds. 
I. SYMMETRIC LOCAL SEMIGROUPS 
DEFINITION 1. A symmetric local semigroup (P(t), gt, T) on the Hilbert 
space .P consists of: 
(i) for each t, 0 < t < T (T > 0), a linear subset gf of the Hilbert 
space R such that @t 1 gs if t < s, and g = UoCIG T gt is dense in P, 
(ii) for each t, 0 < t < T, a linear operator P(t) on R with domain Qr; 
such that 
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(iii) P(0) = Z, P(s) G&t VI-, for O<s<t<T, andP(t)P(s)=P(t+s) 
on Qr+s for t, s, t + s E [O, T]; 
(iv) P(t) is symmetric, i.e., (f, P(t) g) = (P(t)f, g) for all f, g E Vi,, 
O<t,<T; 
(v) P(t) is weakly continuous, i.e., iffE as, 0 <s < T, (A P(t)f) is a 
continuous function of t for 0 < t < s. 
Remark. The operators P(t) are defined only for t E [0, T], and the 
domains 9t are not necessarily dense in X. It is required only that 
u o<tcTQt be dense in R. 
THEOREM. Let (P(t), gf, T) be a symmetric local semigroup on the 
Hilbert space 3. Then there exists a unique self-adjoint operator H on X 
such that gn,c 5?(emtH) and P(t) is the restriction of e-l” to Y, for all 
0 < t < T. Moreover, if& = u,,,,, U,,,,, P(s) CXi,, where 0 < S < T, then 
6 c@ and & is a corefor H. 
The proof of the Theorem proceeds by analytic continuation to imaginary 
t, using a representation theorem due to Widder 1241. 
DEFINITION 2. A continuous function r(t) on [T, , T,] is said to be OS- 
positive in [T, , T,] if for any finite set {tj}S_ r of real numbers such that 
T, < tj + t, < T, for all j, k = l,..., n and for any finite set of complex 
numbers {cj}r=, it follows that CJ,kY, Cjckr(tj + t,J > 0. 
There does not seem to be a standard nomenclature for functions 
satisfying the above positivity condition. We use the name OS-positive 
functions because of the important role this condition plays in a general 
analysis of analytic continuation begun by Osterwalder and Schrader [ 151; 
see also Klein [7-lo], and Klein and Landau [ 12, 131. 
There is a basic representation for OS-positive functions. 
LEMMA 1 (Widder (241). Let r(t) be a continuous OS-positive function 
on the interval [T,, T,]. Then there exists a unique positive measure v on IF? 
such that e-ra E L’(IR, dv(a)) for all t E [T,, T,] and 
r(t) = fl: e-” dv(a). 
“-cc 
Lemma 1 enables us to analytically continue the symmetric local 
semigroup. 
LEMMA 2. Let (P(t), Qt, T) be a symmetric local semigroup on the 
Hilbert space 37 Given f E Q,, define f (s) = P(s) f for 0 < s < t. Then there 
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exists a vector-valued function F(z) of a complex variable z = s + iy, 
0 < s < t, taking values in 3, such that F(z) is norm analytic for 0 < s < t 
and norm continuous for 0 < s < t, and F(s) =f (s) for 0 < s < t. 
Proof: (a) Let r(s) = 11 P(s/2)f [I* for 0 <s < 2t. Then r(s) is a 
continuous OS-positive function on [0, 2t]. Indeed, the continuity follows 
from the weak continuity of the symmetric local semigroup and the OS- 
positivity is proved as follows: Let 0 < si < t, ci E C, for i = I,..., n. Then 
xticjr(si+sj)=x:icj P ( (~)~p(~)f) 
= 1 cicj(p(si)f, P(sj)f > 
Here we used the fact that P(t) is symmetric and a local semigroup. 
By Lemma 1 there exists a unique measure v on R such that 
emsa E L’(R, dv(a)) for all 0 < s < 2t, and r(s) = I?, ePsa dv(a). 
(b) For any si, tj~ [O,t], Ci,djE G, i= l,...,n,j= l,...,m, 




Let X; c AV be defined as the closed linear span of {f(s); 0 < s < t), and 
notice that L’(lT?, dv(a)) is the closed linear span of {e-“; 0 < s < t}. In view 




G(z) = epra E L*(lR, dv(a)). 
(2) 
Since j (1 + ee21a) dv(a) ( 00, G(z) is norm continuous for 0 <s < t, 
norm analytic for 0 < s < t. 
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(c) We now define F(z) = JP ‘G(z). Clearly F(z) is norm analytic for 
z = s + iy, 0 < s < t, and norm continuous for 0 < s < t, as J-’ is a unitary 
operator from L*(R, dv(a)) onto Lq c,W. Moreover F(s) = J-‘G(s) = 
J-‘e-” =f(s). 
We now use Lemma 2 to define a strongly continuous one-parameter 
unitary group U(y), which by Stone’s Theorem defines a unique self-adjoint 
operator H by U(y) = eeiy“. We construct U(y) as follows. Given fE Y, 
then fE g, for some t, 0 < t < T. By Lemma 2 there is vector-valued 
function F,(z) of a complex variable z = s + iy, 0 < s < t, such that 
F,(s) = P(s)f for 0 < s < t. With the notation of the proof of Lemma 2, we 
have that 




We now define the operator U(y) on @ by 
U(y)f= F#). (5) 
By (4), U(y) is an isometry of 2 into 3. We must still prove linearity and 
the group property. 
LEMMA 3. The mappings U(y), y E I?, form a strongly continuous one- 
parameter group of unitary operators on 27 
Proof: (a) Linearity: Let f, g E Z8, there exists a t, 0 < t < T, such that 
both f, g E gt,, and since gl is a linear subset, cf+ dg E Qf for all c, d E C. 
Since P(s) is linear, Fcf+,,(s) = cF,(s) + dF,(s), and thus by analytic 
continuation and norm continuity, 
i.e., 
F cf+ds(iY) = c&W + dFg(iy)y 
U(YW+ &I = cU(~)f+ dU(y) g. 
Thus U(y) is linear on Q and therefore extends to a linear isometry on 3‘. 
(b) Strong continuity: U(y) is clearly strongly continuous on Q since 
F’iy) is norm continuous for fE g. As 3 is dense in 3 and U(y) is an 
isometry on .F, the strong continuity of U(y) on ,F follows. 
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(c) The group property: Let f’Z at, and let us define f(s,, SJ = 
P(s,)P(s*)f= ml + SJff ors,,s,E[O,t]suchthats,+s,E[O,t].Wecan 
analytically continue f(s,, s2) in s, to F(iy,, sz) = U(y,)P(s,)f, and then 
analytically continue in s2 to F’(iyl , iy,) = U(y,) U(y,)f: But as P(s)f 
analytically continues to F(z), it follows that P(s, + s2)f analytically 
continues jointly in si and s2 to F(z, + zJ, and P(iy, + iyJ = U(y, + y2)j It 
thus follows that V(y, + y,)f= U(y,) U(y,)f for all .fE g, and hence by 
continuity to all fE .X. 
(d) Unitarity: As the {U(y); y E IR } form a one-parameter group of 
isometries on F, each U(y) is an isometry with dense range and thus 
unitary 
The seu-aajomr operator H can now be uniquely defined by U(y) = eCiyH. 
We must now show that 5?, c g(ePtH) and that P(t)f= e-‘“ffor allfE gt. 
LEMMA 4. Let f E Qt. Then f E 22(emtH) and eetHf = P(t)J 
Proof Let E(.) be the spectral projections of H. By Eq. (3), 
je-iYad(JE(a)f)=(J U(y)f)=je-iy”dv(a). 
Since this holds for all y E iR, it follows that d(f, E(a)f) = dv(a). Since 
e -‘la E L’(iR, dv(a)) we conclude that f E g(eCtH). Moreover 
U(y) f = eciy”f is the boundary value of the vector-valued analytic function 
eezHf, Re z E (0, t), continuous for Re z E [0, t]. But U(y) f = F(iy) is also 
the boundary value of the analytic function F(z), Re z E (0, t), continuous 
for Re z E [0, t]. It follows that F(z) = eezHf, in particular P(t)f = 
F(t) = eCtHJ I 
The uniqueness of the self-adjoint operator H is now easy to prove. 
LEMMA 5. Suppose H and K are two self-adjoint operators such that for 
all t E [0, T] S?, c @(eetH), G&t c g(e-‘“), and eCtHf = eCtKf for all f E at. 
Then H = K. 
Proof: Given f E !Zt we have that 
e-sHf = e-sKf for 0 < s < t. (6) 
By analytic continuation of both sides of (6) we get 
,-iWf = ,-iyKf forallyE IR. (7) 
Since (7) holds for all f E g which is dense in 2, it follows that 
eeiye = eeiyK for all y E IR and therefore H = K by the uniqueness in Stone’s 
Theorem. 
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In order to finish the proof of the Theorem it remains only to prove that 
& is a core for H. Notice that 6 is a linear subset, dense in 62 and hence in 
R, and that 6 c g(H). 
LEMMA 6. Let H be a selfadjoint operator on the Hilbert space ,F, and 
let 9 be a dense linear subset of ,F such -that GZ is the linear span of 
i OctGs Z’ 
where Qt c %‘(e-‘“). Let B be the linear span of 
o<t<s o<s<te --sHG4t. Then & is a core for H. 
Proof: By the spectral theorem CJt c GJ(e-““) if 0 <s < 1. We can 
thus assume without loss of generality that each gt is a linear subset, 
and that gt c G2$ for 0 < s < t. It follows that G = U,,,,, C?‘,, 
g = uo<t,s uo<s<te -sHgt. Again it follows from the 
$ is dense in g and hence in 3, and that a c g(H). 
spectral theorem that 
Let Z? be the restriction of H to $. We must show that fi is essentially 
self-adjoint. To do that we will prove that Ker@* - i) = {O), the proof of 
Ker(fi* + i) = {0} being identical. 
So let g E @(A*) such that E!?*g = ig. Let f E L%,, 0 < s < t. Then 
eesHf E Q, and thus (d/ds)(e-““f, g) = -(He-““5 g) = -(fiee’“f, g) = 
-i(e-sHf, g). As (ecsHf, g) is a continuous function for 0 < s < t, it follows 
that 
(eP”f, g) = e-“(f, g) for 0 < s < t. (8) 
Analytically continuing both sides of (8) we get that 
VyHf, g> - e”(f, g> for ally E R. (9) 
But the left-hand side of (9) is bounded, hence we must have (f, g) = 0. As 
CP is dense in C;t”, it follows that g = 0. 
We have thus completed the proof of the Theorem. 
Remark. The self-adjoint generator H of a symmetric local semigroup is 
not necessarily bounded below. 
We now give a necessary and sufficient condition for the generator of 
symmetric local semigroup to be bounded below. Our condition involves 
only the action of P(t) on the (not necessarily dense) domains Qt. 
PROPOSITION. Let (P(t), Qt2,, T) be a symmetric local semigroup. Then the 
associated self-adjoint generator H is bounded below with lower bound -C 
(i.e., H > -C) if and only if 
IIPWf II < ecr Ilf II for allf E Qr and all t, 0 < t < T. 
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Proof By redefining the local semigroup as c~‘P(~) we may suppose 
C = 0. By the Theorem, P(t) is a restriction of e-l”, so H > 0 clearly implies 
II P(f)fII G llfll f or all fE G,, 0 < t < T. The converse follows from Jensen’s 
inequality. First note that fE GZ(ePfH) implies SE G$(H-), where 
HP = !?‘, ad,??(a), E(-) being the spectral projections of H, and thus (f, H’) 
is well defined (perhaps +a). Then Jensen’s inequality gives 
exp 
[ 
-2t (fi W> 
(f,f) I 
G Il@!fll* G 1 
Tim- 
and so (f, Eif) > 0 for all fE Qt. Let 
Since 6 c G?, (f, Hf) > 0 for allfE $. But by the Theorem %? is a core for 
H. It follows that H > 0. 
APPLICATIONS 
1. Nelson’s Analytic Vectors Theorem 
Symmetric local semigroups give a simple proof of Nelson’s Analytic 
Vectors Theorem. This observation is due to David Shucker [20] to whom 
we are indebted. 
NELSON'S ANALYTIC VECTORS THEOREM (Nelson [14], see also [17; 
Theorem X.39, p. 2021). Let A be a symmetric operator on a Hilbert space 
,F. If G(A) contains a dense set of analytic vectors, then A is essentially 
self-adjoint. 
Proof We can assume that A is closed without any loss of generality. 
We recall that YE g(A) is an analytic vector for A if A”Y’E g(A) for all 
n = 0: 1, 2,... and there exists t > 0 such that CpEo (f/n!) IIA”Yll < cg. 
Let us define g[ = (YE g(A); Y is an analytic vector for A with 
Crzo (t”/n!)(IA”YII < co} for t > 0, and go=Z. Then g = U,,,gt is the 
set of analytic vectors for A which is dense in 3 by hypothesis. Clearly each 
G’r is a linear subset of 2, Qtzgs if O< t <s. 
For each t > 0 we define a linear operator P(t) on g* by P(t) Y = 
CFzo (t”/n!) A”Y f or YE at. P(t) is obviously symmetric on gt, and 
strongly continuous. Moreover, if t, s > 0 and YE gt+s, then 
CE=(, .Ezo (t”‘s”/mW IIA m+nY)l = Cjj’Yo ((t + ~)~/k!) IIAkY’(l < 00. Hence 
EEo W’lW IIA m+nYl] < co for m = 0, 1, 2,.... As A is a closed operator it 
follows that P(s) YE gt and P(t) P(s) Y = P(t + S) Y. 
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Thus (P(t), Qt, co) form a symmetric local semigroup. Let B be the 
unique self-adjoint operator such that p(t) is the restriction of ere to 5’,. 
Thus etEY= C,“=O (t”/n!)A”Y for YE Ut. It follows that 9 cQ(B) and 
BY = A Y for YE G. But by the Theorem in Part I, G’ contains a core for 
B, hence 9 is a core for B. Therefore A is essentially self-adjoint on 9. 
2. Perturbations of LP-Contractive Semigroups 
DEFINITION. Let It4 be a measure space with total measure one and let 
H, be a positive self-adjoint operator on L’(M). We will call emrHo an Lp- 
contractive semigroup if e-IHO is a contraction in Lp(M) for all 1 <p < co 
and all t > 0. 
Remarks. (1) It suffices to require that eetHO be a contraction on 
L”O(A4). It then follows by duality and self-adjointness that emrHo is a 
contraction on L’(M), and therefore a contraction on all Lp(M), 1 <p < co, 
by the Riesz-Thorin Convexity Theorem. 
(2) An LP-contractive semigroup is strongly continuous in Lp for 
1 <p < co, and strongly continuous in measure in Lm. The strong continuity 
in measure follows from the strong continuity in L2, and that combined with 
the Lp-contractivity gives the strong continuity in Lp for I <p < 00 (e.g., the 
proof of [ 11; Proposition 1.2(ii)]). 
(3) If P,,(t) is a contraction semigroup on L“‘(M), symmetric with 
respect to the L2 inner product, and strongly continuous in measure (i.e., 
P,,(t)f+f in measure as t + 0 for all fE L”O(M)), then PO(t) extends to an 
LP-contractive semigroup and there exists a positive self-adjoint operator H, 
on L2(M) such that PO(t) = e-jHo in L2(M) (e.g., the proof of [ 11; 
Proposition 1.21). 
(4) If eefHo is positivity preserving (i.e., f > 0 implies e-‘“of> 0) and 
e-(“Ol < 1, then e--IHo is Lp-contractive (e.g., same proof as in [ 11, 
Proposition 1.2(i)]). 
(5) If e-l”, is an LP-contractive semigroup, and V is a positive 
measurable function such that H0 + I/ is essentially self-adjoint, then it 
follows from the Trotter product formula and Fatou’s Lemma that emrH is 
LP-contractive, where H = (H, + v>-. 
THEOREM. Let M be a measure space with total measure one and let H, 
be a positive self-adjoint operator on L’(M) such that emtHo is an Lp- 
contractive semigroup. Let V be a real measurable function on A4 such that 
V E Lpo(M) for some p0 > 2 and ee6’ EL’(M)forsome6>0. ThenH,+ V 
is essentially self-adjoint on G’(H,,) n Lq(M) for any (l/2 - l/p,)-’ < q < 00, 
where fl(H,) is the set of analytic vectors for H,. 
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ProoJ We use the basic ideas in Segal’s proof for the case when e-IN0 is 
also hypercontractive and ew60y EL’(M) for the required 6, (Segal [ 18, 191, 
see also Simon and Hoegh-Krohn [22], and [ 17; Theorem X.58, p. 26 1 ]), 
however, our proof does not require either hypercontractivity or the 
particular 6, > 0. 
We start by defining 
V,(x) = w> if 1 V(x)] < n 
=o otherwise. 
Then V, E L“‘(M), V,, -+ V in Lpo(M), and H, = H, + V, is self-adjoint on 
Q (H,:). 
Following Segal, we first use the Trotter product formula to derive 
uniform bounds on eefH n as a map from Lq to Lp (q >p), but only for small 
t (how small depending only on 6, p, and q). We then use these bounds and 
Duhamel’s formula to prove that ePtHfl converges to a symmetric local 
semigroup. Finally, we use an argument due to Simon [21] (see also [ 17; 
Steps 5 and 6, p. 2641) to show that the self-adjoint generator H of the 
symmetric local semigroup is the closure of Ho + V and is essentially self- 
adjoint on fZ’(H,) n Lq(M) for any (l/2 - l/p,)-’ < q < co. 
We break the proof into several lemmas. We will use just Lp for Lp(M). 
BY IIA ILP we denote the norm of A as an operator from Lq to Lp, and by 
B(Lq, Lp) the Banach space (in the operator norm ]] I],,,) of bounded linear 
operators from Lq to Lp. 
LEMMA 1. IleptVnII, ,< K for all n and 0 <t < 6, where K = 
Ilesy-II, + 1 < co, VP = -(VA 0). 
Proof. Same as in [ 17; Step 1, p. 2621. 
LEMMA 2. Let 1 <p < q < co, K,,, = K(“p-“q’. Then (Je-fHnl(q,p < Kq,p 
for all n and 0 < t < 8(1/p - l/q). 
Proof. As in [ 17; Step 2, p. 2621, the Trotter product formula (in L*) 
and Fatou’s Lemma give ]] e-‘“n]]q,p ,< I]e-r’vn]]:‘r, where l/r = l/p - l/q. The 
result now follows from Lemma 1. 
LEMMA 3. Let l/p > l/q + l/p,. Then {e-IHn} is a Cauchy sequence in 
B(L,, Lp), uniformly in t for 0 ; t < &l/p - l/q - l/p,). Let P(f) = 
lim,_, eCtHn, then IIP(~)ll,,, & K,,, In particular, if l/2 > l/q + l/p,, 
/I P(t)llq,z Q K,,, < 03 for 0 < c < S(1 2 - l/q - l/p,) and P(t) is strongly 
continuous in t as an operator from . q to L*. 
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Proof. By Duhamel’s formula, 
.f 
e -fH,-, -fH, - _ 1 ep(f-u)Hn(vm - V,)ep”Hm& 
-0 
as a strong integral in L’. Using Lemma 2, we have 
Ile-(f-u)Hn( V, - V,) e-UHmllq,p 
< lIe-(‘-“)H~llq2,p II L - ~nllpo Ile-UH%,y, 
G Kq2.pKq,q, II vr?I - vn II& 
= K’lP-llq-‘lPo 11 V, - Vnllpo 
for all q > qi > q2 > p with l/q, = l/q, + l/p,,, 0 < (f -u) < &l/p - l/q,), 
O<u<4l/q,- l/q). 
In particular, if 0 < u & t < 6(1/p - l/p,, - l/q), we can pick ql, q2 by 
u = &l/q, - l/q), l/q, = l/q, + l/p,. It follows that 
II e-cr-u)Hn(V,,, - v,> e-UHmIIq,p < K,,,,,,, II v, - V, HP0 
for all 0 < tl <t <6(1/p - l/p,, - l/q) and n and m, where Kp,9.pO= 
K’lp-‘fq-L’po < 00, and thus 
llemtHn- ep’HmIlq,p GA,,, II V, - V,llpo 
for all 0 < t < &l/p - l/q - l/p,), where 
A,,, = @l/p - l/q - l/p,) Kp,,~pO < 03. 
Thus e- IH* converges in B(L4, Lp) to an operator P(t), uniformly in t for 
0 < t < &l/p - l/q - l/p,). As Ile-‘Hnllq,p <K,,, by Lemma 2, 
IIWI,., G K7.P. 
In particular, let us take p = 2. As e- lHn is strongly continuous in t as an 
operator on L*, it now follows from the uniform convergence that P(t) is 
strongly continuous in t as an operator from Lq to L* for 
0 < t < &l/2 - l/q - l/p,). I 
LEMMA 4. Let l/2 > l/q + l/p,. Then for every cp E Lq, eCrHn(P 
converges in L2 uniformly on compact subsets of Re z E (0,6( l/2 - l/q)). 
Let P(f) 9 = lim,_, emtH “rp. Then IIW)ll,,, < K,,, for 0 < t < &l/p - l/q) 
and2<p<q. I 
Proof. For each q E Lq, emzH nrp is an L2-vector-valued analytic function 
for 0 < Re z, continuous for 0 < Rez. Furthermore, Lemma 2 gives 
lIe-ZHnvl12 = Ile-RezHvl12 <K,,, llvl12 f or all n and 0 < Re z < &l/2 - l/q), 
and Lemma 3 tells us that eCtHn rp converges in L* (uniformly in r) for 
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0 < t < &l/2 - l/q - l/p,,). H ence Vitali’s Theorem tells us that eezHno 
converges uniformly on compact subsets of 0 < Re z < 6(1/2 - l/q) to a 
vector-valued analytic function P(z) q. Moreover, by Lemma 2, if p < q, 
(le-‘Hnpllp (K,,, [lolls for 0 < t < 8(1/p - l/q). It now follows from Fatou’s 
Lemma that IIJ’W PII, < K,,, Ilv111, for 0 G t < W/P - l/q) and 
2<p<q. 
LEMMA 5. (P(t), L9”‘(M), 6( l/2 - l/p,)) form a symmetric local 
semigroup, where l/q(t) = l/2 - l/p,, - t/S for 0 < t < &l/2 - l/p,). 
Proof Lemma 3 gives us P(t) as a linear operator on L*(M) with 
domain Lqtl), P(s) being strongly continuous (in L*-norm) on L9”’ for 
0 < s < t. The domains LqCt) clearly satisfy the required properties, and P(t) 
is obviously symmetric on Lq”’ as the strong limit of symmetric operators. 
To conclude that (P(t), LqC1), &l/2 - l/p,)) form a symmetric local 
semigroup all we have to do is to show that P(s)L9”’ cL~(‘-~) for 
0 < s < t < @l/2 - l/p,), and that P(t) P(s) = P(t + s) on LqutS) for 
t, s, t -t s E [ 0,6( l/2 - l/p,)]. 
So let rp E LqC1), then Lemma 4 tells us that P(s) v, E Lp for 
s < 4 l/P - l/q(t)), in particular for p such that l/p = l/q(t) + s/6 = 
l/q(t .- s). Thus P(s) L9’” c L9(t-‘). 
To prove that P(t) P(s) = P(t + s) on L9(‘+‘), let cp E L9(‘+ ‘). 
Then P(s) v, E L9”’ and P(t) P(s) rp = lim,, e-‘““P(s) p, P(t + s) v, = 
lim n-co ep(ftS)H”(o = lim,,, e-fH?le-sHn p, the limits being taken in L*. 
But 1) ep”‘ne-sHnp - e-‘u”P(s) a, /I2 = 11 e-rHn (emSHnq3 - P(s)q)l12 < 
fL2 Ile-sHnv - P(s) dip f or p such that t < 6( l/2 - l/p) by Lemma 2. On the 
other hand, if 0 < s < 6(1/p - l/q(t + s) - l/p,), Lemma 3 tells us that 
Ile-SHnq - P(s) pII,- 0 as n+ co. But given s, t with s, t, s + t E 
107 &l/2 - l/P,)l~ we can choose p by l/p= I/p,, + l/q(t + s) +s/6= 
l/2 - t/S and both conditions are satisfied. It follows that P(t) P(s) = P(t + s) 
on L9(ffS) 
LEMMA 6. Let H be the self-adjoint generator of the symmetric local 
semigroup (P(t), L’(‘)(M), 4 l/2 - l/p,)). Then H = (HO + V)). Moreover, 
H,+ V is essentially self-adjoint on a(H,,)n L9(A4) for any 
(l/2-- l/pJ'<q< 00. I 
Proof. Let 0 < S < &l/2 - l/p,,), and let @ = {e-‘“Y IO < t < S, 
YE La?}. By Lemma 6 in Part I & is a core for H. 
If !PELrn, the vector-valued analytic function e-LHY converges 
uniformly on compact subsets of Re z E (0,6/2) to an analytic function 
whose restriction to the real axis is P(t) Y= eefHY (Lemma 4), and thus 
must be eCzH Y. It follows that the derivatives of e-LnnY also converge 
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uniformly on compact subsets to the derivatives of emzH!P, in particular 
HneptHnY+ HemtHY for 0 < t < &l/2 - l/p,). 
Let YE L”, 0 < t < &l/2 - l/p,), cp = eetHY, rp, = e-‘H+P. Then (Pi + rp 
in L* by Lemma 3. Let q0 be defined by l/q, + l/p0 = l/2. Then Lemma 2 
and 4 tell us that q,,, (D EL90, and that ]]~n]]9,<K00,40]] Y]l, < co for all n, 
and the same bound holds for cp. As V E Lpo, L90 c G?(V). It follows that 
V,cp,-r VP in L2. Indeed, II v,rp,, - vrpll, < ll(v, - J’> vnl12 + II VP, - (~>ll~. 
As Il(V,, - V vPnl12 <II V,, - ~llpoKm,q, IIYll,, we need only to show that 
II v(rp,, - cp)l12 -, 0. But II R, - dl,, < 2K,,,o II YIIm < a for all n, hence 
II IV, - U, I* ll,,~2 < PK,,,o I] Y]],)* for all n, and thus {l(o, - q]‘} is weakly 
compact in L90’*. Since (P,, + (D in L*, it follows that ]q, - ‘p]* -+ 0 weakly in 
L90’*. Hence ]I V(q, - cp)]12 = ]] I VI* ]rp, - a, /‘/I :I2 --+ 0. 
Thus we conclude that H,yl, = (H, - V,) (P,, -+ (H - V) rp in L’. Therefore 
a, E g(H,) and Hu, = (H, + V) cp. As & is a core for H, H, + V is essen- 
tially self-adjoint on @. 
Now let q < co be given such that l/q < l/2 - l/p,. If we take S = 6/q in 
the definition of &, it follows that $ c L9(M) by Lemma 4. We have thus 
proved that H, + V is essentially self-adjoint on g(H,) n L9(M). 
In fact we will now show that H, + V is essentially self-adjoint on 
OI(H,) n L9(M). Let YE G(H,) n L9(M), and define Y” = emHolnY. By the 
spectral theorem ‘u, E M(H,) and H,, Y,, -+ H, Y. As e-‘Ho is LP-contractive, 
Yn E L9 for all n and Y,, + Y in L9. Thus VY,, + VY in L2. It follows that 
CZ(H,) n L9(M) is a core for H,, + V. 
This concludes the proof of the theorem. 
If the Lp-contractive semigroup also satisfies the strong additional 
property of hypercontractivity we recover Segal’s result [ 18, 191 (see also 
Simon and Hoegh-Krohn [22] and [17, X.9, p. 2581). 
L %z~ey b,, tet ep 
‘Ho be a hypercontractive semigroup, i.e., eerHO is 
P -THo is a bounded operator from L* to L’ for some 
T > 0 and r > 2. Let V be a real measurable function such that V E LpO for 
some p0 > 2 and eesov E L’, where 6, = r’T, l/r’ + l/r = l/2. Then H, + V 
is essentially self-adjoint and bounded below. 
Proof All that is left to prove is that H, + V is bounded below. 
Let D = (]e-rHj]2,, < co. It follows from Stein’s Interpolation Theorem 
(e.g., [23, p. 69; 17, Theorem 1X.21, p. 401) that ]]e-T”o’m]]2,q, < 
DUrn l/q, = l/2 - l/m(1/2 - l/r) = l/2 - l/mr’. By duality, 
Ile- ~H~/m~~f~~~ D urn, where l/q’, = l/2 + l/mr’. Now let WE L”O. Then 
Ile- 
Ile- 
~~~j~~~~~,~l~12.2<“~~~~~o’~l19~,~,~l~~’”’” lIPmy where l/p, = llmr’. Thus 
2.2 \ e “TW i”““. It now follows from the Trotter 
product formula that 
Ile-rc”o+w)112,2 Q D Ile-“r‘WII:“‘. 
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In particular I] epTHn 112,2 < D (1 e-r’TVn II:“’ for all n. Hence 
H, > -(l/7’) log D - (l/r/7’) log ]I eCr’*” 
Ile-‘Hnl12,2 < eE”’ 
for all n and t > o LepI;E-;. for all n9 and thus 
4(‘), then eplHflp -+ P(t) rp in 
L*. As E, -+ E = (l/Z’) log D> (l/r/T) log II eCr’* l/i, it follows that 
IIfV)~ll~ <eeEf I/v1112 for all rp EL q(f) It now follows from the Proposition in . 
Part I that H > -E, where H is the self-adjoint generator of the symmetric 
local semiprouo (P(t), LqcfJ3 &l/2 - l/p,,)), which by the Theorem is 
(Z-f,, + V)-. 
Remark. In the case when the LP-contractive semigroup e-‘“O is 
positivity preserving and leaves the function 1 invariant, we can give a proof 
for the Theorem based on the Feynman-Kac-Nelson formula (e.g., Klein 
and Landau [ 11 I). We follow the notation in [ 111. Let ((Q, Z,p), Z,,, 
U(t), R) be the Markov path space for epfHO [ 11; Theorem 1.81; we can 
identify M with (Q, Zc,, p). As V E Lpo(M), & V(s) ds is well defined and in 
L’“(Q, C,,u) for all t 2 0 [ 11; Lemma 3.11. By [ 11; Theorem 6.2(i)], 
)I exp[-r (6 V(s) ds]I/, < I] eCr” II1 for all r E R. In particular, 
exp[--jk V(s)ds] E Lp for t < 6/p as eeSYE L’(M). We construct a 
symmetric local semigroup (P(t), Lp(‘)(M), d/2), where l/p(t) = l/2 - t/S for 
0 < t < 6/2, by the Feynman-Kac-Nelson formula: 
P(C) = E, CT-t) exp - cf V(S) ds ] E, on Lp”‘(M). 
0 
A simple application of Holder’s inequality shows that P(t) Lptt) c L*, and 
using the methods of [ 1 l] it is not hard to show that (P(t), LPct)(M), 6/2) 
form a symmetric local semigroup. Let H be the unique self-adjoint 
generator of the symmetric local semigroup. The proof in [ 11; Theorem 6.31 
can be adapted to show that H = (H, + V)- and H, + V is essentially self- 
adjoint on g(H,) n L,(M) for any (l/2 - l/p,) < q < as. 1 
As an illustration we now apply the theorem on perturbations of Lp- 
contractive semigroups to Schrodinger operators. The idea of applying 
semigroup methods to Schrodinger operators is due to Simon [21], who used 
hypercontractivity to show that -A + V is essentially self-adjoint on 
L2(lR”, d”x) for V> 0 and s V2e-cX2 d”x < co for some c > 0. In addition to 
semigroup methods Simon also uses Konrady’s trick. Klein and Landau [ 11; 
Theorem 8.21 were able to give a proof which uses only semigroup methods 
but they proved a weaker result, requiring that V> 0 and 
J V2i~ee-cx2 d”x < co for some E > 0, c > 0. Simon’s result was extended by 
Kato [6] and Faris and Lavine [4] who used non-semigroup methods and 
were also able to handle negative potentials. But up to now semigroup 
methods where only able to handle positive potentials. The following result 
should be compared with [ 11; Theorem 8.21. 
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COROLLARY 2. Let A be the Laplacian in RR”, and let V be a real 
measurable function on R” such that 
J . (I VI’+’ + e-“‘) eecx2 d”x < co 
for some E, 6 > 0, c > 0. Then -A + V is essentially self-adjoint on 
C~(iR”). 
Proof. Let H, = (-A + m2x2 - mn)- on L2(lR”, d”x), where m > 0, and 
let W= V- m2x2. H, is then the Harmonic oscillator with mass m, and 
its ground state is (mn-I)“‘” eemxv2. If this ground state is represented 
by the function 1, the Hilbert space L2(R”, d”x) becomes 
L2(R”, (mzz-‘)w2 eFmx2 d”x), and eerHo becomes a positivity preserving 
semigroup leaving the function 1 invariant, and thus an LP-contractive 
semigroup (in fact, eefHo is hypercontractive). Multiplication by the real 
measurable function W remains multiplication by W. 
We now choose m so that m > c. Then we can pick 0 < 6, < 6 such that 
m - 6,m* > c. It follows that 
WE L’+‘(lR”, (mz-1)n/2 emmX2 d”x) 
e-SIW E L’(lR”, (m7c-‘)“2 e-“‘I* d”x). 
By the Theorem, H, + W is essentially self-adjoint on a(H,)n 
L4(lF?“, (mn-‘)w2 eKmx2 d”x) for any q < co. Thus going back to 
L2(R”, d”x), H, + V - m2x2 is essentially self-adjoint on Y(ll?“), as 
C”O(H,,) = C”O((-A + m’x’)-) = S“(lR”). It is a simple argument now to 
conclude that C~(lR’) is a core for (-A + m’x’)- + V-m2x2. But on 
CF(lR”) this operator is just -A + V. Thus -A + V is essentially self-adjoint 
on CF(lR”). 
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